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a model for simulating the interaction of particles
that make up snow; forces on an asteroid lander
during touchdown; zero-gravity and freefall
tests of sample asteroid and cometary material
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Dr. Johnson currently serves as the CEO of Coupi,
Inc. as well as an adjunct professor at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks’s (UAF) Institute of Northern
Engineering (INE). Coupi is a UAF spinoff
company that is commercializing research that Dr.

Dr. Johnson has been awarded a Department of the
Army Research and Study Fellowship, numerous
Department of the Army research performance
commendations,

Department

of

the

Army

Superior Civilian Service Award, induction into
the CRREL Gallery of Distinguished Employees,
and an ERDC team award for contributions to
the National Missile Defense Technical Team. He
has also received a Haley Space Flight Award for
the Mars Rovers Mission and a NASA (Langley
Research Center) Director’s Group Award for the
Asteroid Redirect Mission concept study.

